Amadeus LinkHotel

Our tailor-made global hotel representation company for independent hotels and small chains

About the GDS

About Amadeus LinkHotel

The GDS (Global Distribution System) refers to the
reservation tool that travel agents worldwide use when
making an air, hotel, car or other travel service booking.
There are over 500,000 travel sellers directly connected to
the Amadeus GDS alone.

Amadeus LinkHotel is a multi-GDS representation and
services company for 2 to 5 star independent hotels, B&Bs,
resorts, serviced apartments and small-medium chains. We
distribute your hotel inventory on the world’s leading Global
Distribution Systems (Amadeus, Sabre and Travelport’s
Galileo & Worldspan) and DHISCO (Pegasus ODD), so your
hotel is distributed to over 1 million travel agents worldwide.

Benefits

Enhanced

Easy commission

Better customer

productivity

payments

support

Stable a reliable connectivity to the world’s
main GDSs and DHISCO (Pegasus ODD),
which makes it possible for travel sellers to
access and book your hotel in real-time.

We work with Worldwide Payment Systems
(WPS) to ensure prompt and hassle-free
commission handling. We manage payments
for you and you can find all the details on
the travel agency commissions due in your
monthly invoice.

Our Account Managers give you
personalised services based on your
hotel’s needs. Importantly, Amadeus
LinkHotel provides you with local and
multilingual support.

Worldwide

Customised

Stand out,

corporations

reports

sell more

In partnership with Lanyon, we help you to
create and submit Corporate RFPs (Request
for Proposal) and requests to Consortia,
which bring together some of the biggest
travel agencies and travel management
companies to book your hotel.

Amadeus LinkHotel gives you access to detailed
booking data, which allows you to track your
booking performance, adjust your rates and
react to ever-changing market needs.

Contact us at linkhotel.sales@amadeus.com

Amadeus LinkHotel customers can
reach millions of travellers faster
by subscribing to Amadeus Instant
Preference (AIP), a GDS positioning
tool, with low investment. AIP puts
hotels at the top of travel agents’
screen across the world.

